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Begging the Question 
Cogito, ergo cogito, cogito 

R 
ené Descartes, the seventeenth-century 

French polymath, is perhaps most familiar for 

his infamous three-word Latin argument, co-

gito, ergo sum (“I think, therefore I am”) alt-

hough, to his credit, he wrote je pense, donc je suis in his 

Discourse on Method. Whether Latin, French, or English, 

and while leaving Descartes’ suspect genius aside for the 

moment, I have always found it more a foolish argument 

than a profound one, a rather obvious formal logical falla-

cy1 which can be clearly shown by this example: while I 

am doing anything, in this case, thinking, I cannot doubt 

my existence because I have to exist in order to think. 

On a deeper level, the snappy dictum 

“I think, therefore I am” contains one 

of the most pernicious confusions 

possible, so destructive that we might 

very well call it the first sin. We catch 

the error if we lapse for a moment into 

common sense and say, “Well, René, 

isn’t it really the other way around? In 

order to think, I first have to exist, and 

I go right on existing even when I am 

not thinking. And anyway, didn’t the 

world get along just fine before I was 

ever around to think about anything? 

So we should say, ‘I am, therefore I 

can think,’ rather than, ‘I think, there-

fore I am.’” 

The common sense point is this: reality exists before our 

thinking, so that our thinking depends on reality, and 

this in two ways. First, our thinking depends on the 

reality of our own existence. If we don’t exist, we can’t 

think. Second, our thinking correctly depends on our 

properly conforming our minds to what really exists. 

Scientific theories are judged true or false, better or 

worse, insofar as they actually correspond to the way 

things are in the real world. Against Descartes, we as-

sert common sense against nonsense: the first principle 

of philosophy is reality (or being), not “I think.” Reality 

trumps. 

If we ignore this first principle, and take Descartes’ in-

stead, our imaginations untethered to reality can only 

run wild, as he himself giddily demonstrates. “I could 

pretend that I had no body and that there was no world 

nor any place where I was, but ... I could not pretend ... 

that I did not exist.” And what does he conclude? 

“From this I knew that I was a substance the whole es-

sence or nature of which was merely to think, and 

which, in order to exist, needed no place and depended 

on no material thing.” 

Obviously this absurdity was not uttered near 

lunchtime. In any case, reality had the last say over Des-

cartes’ imagination: he died of a cold. I know how hard 

it is to think when I have a cold. Perhaps he fell victim 

to his own dictum and ceased for a few fateful minutes 

to think! Non cogito, non ergo sum.2  

The first rule in Descartes’ Method was to doubt eve-

rything, which leads us to conclude that it might have 

made as much nonsense to have simply said: cogito, ergo 

cogito, cogito (I think, therefore I think, I think) which 

merely begs the question, a different logical fallacy alto-

gether. Benjamin Wiker offers another example to prove 

just how nonsensical was Descartes’ argument. 

How grateful would you be if you 

came to me complaining of a headache 

and I chopped off your head? Certain-

ly, I fixed the problem—and perma-

nently so!—but at a rather higher cost 

than you’d hoped for. 

René Descartes’ Discourse on Method 

has had a similar effect on the Western 

mind. Descartes’ little book has done 

damage to us precisely by seeming to 

do good, like a bull who kindly offers 

to straighten up the china shop. Des-

cartes attacked skepticism, but only by 

denying reality. He confirmed the idea 

of the immaterial soul against the pronouncements of 

the crass materialists of the day, but only by recreating 

us as insubstantial ghosts trapped in clattering ma-

chines. He proved God’s existence, but only by making 

it depend on our thinking Him into existence. By his 

good intentions—if indeed they really were good—he 

fathered every flavor of self-congratulatory solipsism,3 

led us to believe we are no different from robots, and 

made religion a creation of our own ego. Thanks a lot, 

René.4 

It is difficult to consider Descartes seriously, yet he 

has been considered one of the most intelligent men who 

ever lived, a universal genius; intelligence, however, does 

not necessarily translate into wisdom, as the poet wrote: 

“For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.”5 Every ma-

jor philosopher for the next 200 years, except Pascal, fol-

lowed Descartes in attempting to apply some aspects of 
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the scientific method to philosophy; the results have been 

disastrous. 

Not content with a mere three words of lunacy, Des-

cartes traveled further and deeper down the proverbial 

rabbit hole of irrationality, claiming reason, what he called 

good or common sense, was by nature equal in all men. 

Good sense is the most evenly distributed commodity 

in the world, for each of us considers himself to be so 

well endowed with it that even those who are the most 

difficult to please in all other matters are not likely to 

desire more of it than they have. It is not likely that any-

one is mistaken about this, but it proves evidence that 

the power of judging rightly and of distinguishing the 

true from the false (which, properly speaking is what 

people call good sense or reason) is naturally equal in 

all men.6 

Petitio principii (meaning assuming the initial point), 

also known as a circular argument, is a logical fallacy in 

which the author assumes the statement to be proved to 

be true. One could argue that the Bible is true because it 

says so in the Bible. It is a claim using its own conclusion 

as its premise, and vice versa, generally in the form of “If 

A is true because B is true; B is true because A is true.” 

With all due respect to Descartes, his assumption that 

“Good sense is the most evenly distributed commodity in 

the world … is naturally equal in all men” truly begs the 

question, petitio principii. As Peter Kreeft notes, “If ‘reason’ 

means ‘wisdom,’ it is obviously not equal in all men. But if 

it means only what we call ‘science,’ it is. Wisdom is per-

sonal, science is impersonal. Because of this difference, 

philosophers and ordinary people who seek wisdom 

have always disagreed, while scientists, who have low-

ered their aims from ‘wisdom’ to ‘testable knowledge,’ 

have always eventually come to consensus and agree-

ment.”7 Sadly, tragically, wisdom is seldom sought 

though disagreement runs riot throughout society. 

It is often our desire to have something be true that 

makes us clearly and distinctly see the false as true, the 

imagined as real. This is as true in the history of science 

as it is in our everyday life. In either case, reality is the 

appropriate test of our everyday beliefs and scientific 

theories. 

In contrast to this salutary realism, Descartes’ method 

of doubting everything but his own thought, has, for us 

poor moderns, made subjectivism the criterion of truth. 

But methodical egoism (the Latin for “I” is ego) isn’t the 

only bad thing Descartes sent down the river to us. The 

very way he defined the “I” has also befouled the his-

torical stream.8 

Descartes is also known as the father of modern dual-

ism,9 imagining man as pure spirit trapped in a self-

running machine (the human body). This, of course, is 

antithetical to the idea that the human person is “created 

in the image of God, is a being at once corporeal and spir-

itual” (CCC §362). It further denies that the “soul” refers 

to human life or the entire human person (CCC §363); “it 

is a human body precisely because it is animated by a 

spiritual soul, and it is the whole human person that is 

intended to become, in the body of Christ, a temple of the 

Spirit” (CCC §364). This unity of person (body and soul) is 

specifically brought forth and clearly expressed in Gaudi-

um et Spes: “Though made of body and soul, man is one. 

Through his bodily composition he gathers to himself the 

elements of the material world; thus, they reach their 

crown through him, and through him raise their voice in 

free praise of the Creator. For this reason, man is not al-

lowed to despise his bodily life, rather he is obliged to re-

gard his body as good and honorable since God has creat-

ed it and will raise it up on the last day. Nevertheless, 

wounded by sin, man experiences rebellious stirrings in 

his body. But the very dignity of man postulates that man 

glorify God in his body and forbid it to serve the evil incli-

nations of his heart.”10 

If Descartes is the father of modern dualism, what does 

dualism itself beget? A walking philosophical bipolar 

disorder, a creature who is not at home in creation, a 

creature who dwells in dual extremes, either as wholly a 

ghost or entirely a robot. One day he feels that he is a 

god, a purely spiritual being, capable of completely mas-

tering and manipulating all nature (including his own 

body) as he would any machine, and the next day be-

lieves that he is a purely material being, a helpless ma-

chine entirely mastered by the mechanics of nature. 

This brings us to Descartes’ final error, his absolutely 

awful proof of the existence of God. We recall that Des-

cartes puts as the first principle of his philosophy “I 

think, therefore I am.” He then asserts that God must 

exist because he (Descartes, not God) can think of a 

being more perfect than himself. Therefore, he con-

cludes, “this idea was placed in me by a nature truly 

more perfect than I was ... and ... this nature was God.” 

To make matters worse, Descartes then claims that it 
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must be the case that his ideas, “insofar as they are clear 

and distinct, cannot fail to be true” because they too 

come from God. Therefore, God exists, because Des-

cartes can imagine Him, and all Descartes’ clear and 

distinct ideas are absolutely true, because God put them 

there! 

I pray that readers can see the foolishness of this rea-

soning. I can think of a man or woman who is more 

perfect than any I’ve ever met. Does that mean either of 

them necessarily exists? I can think of a superior alien 

race existing on a much nicer planet than Earth. Does 

either exist? Our thinking of anything is not proof that 

it exists, let alone proof that whatever seems to me to be 

“clear and distinct” is given a divine stamp of authori-

ty, as if God put it there. Descartes’ approach to religion 

is not only false, but creates the characteristically mod-

ern belief that God is whatever we “very clearly and 

very distinctly” imagine Him to be. And that means we 

fashion God after our own hearts, rather than our 

hearts and religion after God. This doesn’t just lead to 

bad belief, but even worse, to bad non-belief. If God is 

whatever we very clearly and distinctly imagine Him to 

be, then if we can very clearly and distinctly imagine 

Him not to be, He isn’t. To be or not to be, that becomes 

the modern quandary about God. But the horns of this 

dilemma are largely chimerical; that is, they are the 

horns of a mythical beast created by Descartes’ imagi-

nation. His beastly reasoning has led us to reject God on 

the grounds that our thinking about Him is fuzzy, and 

to accept the most ridiculous utopian fantasies about 

humanity because we can imagine them quite clearly 

and distinctly. Marxism is only the most obvious in-

stance of the pernicious working out of Descartes’ ide-

as, but, as we shall see, not the only one. 

What are the principal errors we can thank the father of 

modern philosophy for? First, subjectivism, which is 

really a thinly disguised form of egoism. We have be-

come Cartesian insofar as we declare that there is no 

wisdom in the past, and that whatever seems to be cer-

tain to us now must be true. Rather than leading us to 

greater wisdom and independence of thought, we be-

come far more likely to affirm thoughtlessly our own 

unexamined opinions. Since these unexamined opin-

ions are generally obtained from the frivolous ideas 

bandied about in the contemporary marketplace, we 

end up in the very situation Descartes satirized at the 

beginning of the Discourse, where everyone is satisfied 

with his own opinion simply because (so he believes) it 

is his own and so it must be true. This has led to a sec-

ond evil: the confusion of true wisdom about God with 

whatever one happens to think about God. This, of 

course, is the ultimate egoism, since in defining God by 

our own thoughts, we define everything else according-

ly. A third evil then follows from the first two, that real-

ity is defined by what we think it to be. Descartes want-

ed to imagine he was some kind of disembodied ghost 

and that his own body and everything in nature were 

merely machines. The problem with this dualism is that 

it soon became a monism: the ghost disappeared and 

we were left only with the machine. Thus, even human 

life came to be reduced to mere mechanism—something 

that could be taken apart and rebuilt according to our 

own desires. The second and third evil then gave birth 

to a fourth. Since God was caused by our thinking Him, 

then He must only be a thought and not a reality, a 

mere subjective projection of our own ego. Since He is 

not real, then He does not stand against whatever we 

desire to do with the machine of nature, especially the 

machinery of the human body. We are free to manipu-

late it at will, and remake human nature according to 

our own plans, so that we can really say, in a far deeper 

way than Descartes, “I think, therefore I am.” Rather 

than taking ourselves to be made in the image of God, 

with all the moral limitations that entails, we believe 

that we are self-creators with no limit but our own ever-

increasing power.11  

Now I am beginning to think, after all this thinking 

about thinking, that perhaps the problem we now face is 

far more serious than a first, second, or dare I suggest, a 

third thought which is this: that we no longer think much 

at all. Perhaps we have simply gotten out of the habit, tak-

en on the Greyhound Bus attitude, “Sit back, relax, and 

leave the thinking to someone else.” There is nothing new 

with such thoughtlessness should one bother to think to 

look it up; one needs go no further than the third chapter 

of Genesis for evidence of the original sin of unthinking. 

There are, of course, a number of possibilities for the pre-

sent-day absence of reverie, though that, in and of itself, 

requires no inconsiderable amount of thought. One might 

be that Descartes was terribly wrong in thinking that he 

could think at all (Et non cogito) which would have placed 

him in quite the existential dilemma. Another possibility, 

suggested by Chesterton, is that we have come to the con-

clusion that we could not think (which presupposes think-

ing, does it not?) 

This seemed, for some reason, to please us very much. 

And indeed it would not have mattered seriously if we 

had not immediately begun to think about our own 

thoughtlessness. We had a theory that we had no theo-

ry. Now, this kind of thing will not do; because whatev-

er advantages there really are in being vague involve 

the idea that one does not know that one is vague. The 

one advantage of a child is that he does not know that  
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he is a child. Unconscious carelessness may sometimes 

mean genius; conscious carelessness never means any-

thing but bad manners. 

When we began to think that it was better not to think, 

one of our thoughts was this: we said that an anoma-

ly—that is, an illogical action not obviously harmful—

did not matter. … The most trenchant and typical intel-

lects of the nineteenth century asserted again and again 

that illogicalities were in themselves harmless. 

The intellectual objection to anomalies (or rules devoid 

of reason) is that they accustom the human mind to 

what is untenable and unfair. He who has got used to 

unreason is ready for unkindness. … When you have 

accustomed men to what is mentally wrong, you have 

half-accustomed them to what is morally wrong. 

In no business seriously intended to succeed would it 

ever be arranged as a minor concession that the manag-

er who was to be obeyed during the rest of the day 

should be symbolically kicked by the office-boy every 

morning on condition that the boot did not actually 

touch his person. It would not much hurt the manger, 

though it might needlessly entertain the office-boy. But 

it would be unpractical because it would be illogical. 

Exactly as anomaly infringes authority so it infringes 

equality. 

May I remark, as a minor provocation to the intellect, 

that one of the paragraphs in my article last week was 

not written by me. I may add that it was entirely my 

own fault, like most other things that happen to me. I 

merely mention it here in order to state that any person 

detecting the correct paragraph will be rewarded with 

thirty-seven obsolete tram-tickets, four yards of potato-

peeling, and one burnt match. I have no more to add.12 

Should there be any thought at all, let us quickly make 

use of it before that train leaves the station to consider 

what Wiker previously noted to be the principal philo-

sophical errors inflicted upon the modern world by Des-

cartes. Let us begin with the argument that rejects/denies/

ignores the wisdom of the past, subjectively believing that 

“whatever seems to be certain to us now must be true.” 

This is the equivalent to arguing that there is no objective 

truth, only my truth, your truth, or public opinion; no ob-

jective reality, only my reality, your reality, or surreality; 

no God, just my god(s), your god(s) or no god(s); it is an 

appeal to ignorance (argumentum ad ignorantiam), a logical 

fallacy, proving nothing except the unknowing. This leads 

to the acceptance of nonsense, “frivolous ideas bandied 

about in the contemporary marketplace,” nothing more 

than unexamined, unsubstantiated, thoughtless opinion, 

otherwise known as hogwash and balderdash; the recent 

political campaigns exemplify the madness of truth de-

fined by opinion, “where everyone is satisfied with his 

own opinion simply because (so he believes) it is his own 

and so it must be true.” 

Wiker then points to another evil, one derived from 

man’s “ultimate egoism”, defining God by our own 

thoughts just as we define (think) everything else, includ-

ing ourselves and our reality. Anything that might serve 

to dissuade us of such thoughts is thus determined to be 

untrue—another logical fallacy known as personal incre-

dulity.13 Obviously, a fallacy whole-heartedly endorsed by 

a large segment of the citizenry during the recent presi-

dential election. As an aside, though germane, supposedly 

on September 2, 1858, speaking in Clinton14, Illinois, dur-

ing the famous Lincoln-Douglas debates, Abraham Lin-

coln is attributed with saying, “You can fool all the people 

some of the time and some of the people all the time, but 

you cannot fool all the people all the time.” I would add 

that some people are but fools opining foolish thoughts 

they hold to be true all the time. 

It is perhaps the third and fourth evil that are most 

pernicious: “that reality is defined by what we think it to 

be” and that God “must only be a thought and not a reali-

ty.” Descartes’ discombobulated image that of a 

“disembodied ghost and that his own body and every-

thing in nature were merely machines.” As Wiker notes, 

such a dualistic nature quickly becomes a monistic nature: 

“the ghost disappeared and we were left only with the 

machine,” a malleable, de-constructable, rebuildable, 

better than new, improved machine—be all that you imag-

ine yourself to be, and then some—but a machine never-

theless. And that is your reality—not! Such a nightmarish 

reality where human existence is subject to the thoughts of 

man qua man. This naturally leads to the final evil: “Since 

God was caused by our thinking Him, then He must only 

be a thought and not a reality, a mere subjective projection 

of our own ego. Since He is not real, then He does not 

stand against whatever we desire to do with the machine 

of nature, especially the machinery of the human body.” It 

is this then that leaves us free to choose whatever is de-

sired, whatever is useful, whatever is, according to our 

own thoughts, within our own best interests.  
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Thus, man qua machine is only valued for its utility; 

what is inconvenient, unwanted, unpleasant, problematic, 

disruptive, embarrassing, tiresome, or untimely can as 

easily be erased, deleted, or aborted, as readily as a carton 

of spoiled milk or a rotten tomato. Old models destroyed, 

used models refurbished, damaged goods repaired or 

tossed out with the garbage. 

Religion, what is left of it, is what one thinks of it, as 

with the divine and the transcendent. Is there any wonder 

why there are so many “practicing” Cafeteria Catholics? 

Cogito, ergo cogito, cogito? Really? Think about it. 
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